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A natural way of generalizing ordinary differential equations is to

permit the unknown function to appear with different values of the

argument. "Differential equations with deviating argument" or

"functional-differential equations" such as

(1) x'(t) = F(t, x(t), x(g(t)))

have been extensively studied, usually under the assumption that

g(t)^t. The theory for this retarded case is quite satisfactory. See

[3] for a good introduction to this subject.

When we make no assumption on g, except for continuity, the

situation is not nearly so well understood, even for a very simple

equation (cf. [4]) like

(2) x'(t) = ax(g(t))        (a is a constant).

The first question one raises is that of local existence of solutions.

Notice that this question is meaningful only around a fixed point of g.

For if gtto)?*^ we may specify x(t) arbitrarily in a neighborhood

of t0 and determine x(t) in a neighborhood of g(t0) by the differential

equation. We will show in particular that if g is continuous then (2)

has a solution in the neighborhood of a fixed point for every value a.

Our results generalize those of Anderson [l], who was able to con-

clude in general only that (2) has a solution for certain g or for certain

values of a.

More generally, we consider the functional-differential equation

(3) x'(l) = F(t, x(t),x(g(t, *(<))))

where the argument depends not only on the independent variable

but also on the dependent variable, a type of equation considered by

Driver [2] in the retarded case. A special case of (3) isx'^) = ax(g(x(t))),

the equation involving "nesting" suggested by Anderson. We wish to

find a solution of (3), defined in a neighborhood of to, that satisfies the

initial condition x(t0)=Xo. Again local existence is nontrivial only

around a "fixed point"—i.e. when g(to, x0)=to. Actually our local

existence theorem will apply to systems; we assume that the functions

x and F take their values in Euclidean «-space.
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We first prove a local existence theorem for (3) under the assump-

tion that F and g are Lipschitz continuous. An easy corollary of the

proof of this theorem will be the uniqueness of the solution of the

initial value problem in the special case that the fixed point is "con-

tracting." We show by example that in general—even for F Lipschitz

and in the neighborhood of a fixed point of g—uniqueness breaks

down. Finally, for the simpler equation (1), we prove a "Peano" type

existence theorem that requires only the assumption that g and F are

continuous.

Notation. For vectors x = (xi, • • • , xn) in Euclidean w-space Rn

we introduce the length | x| =max | x,|. Let C(R) denote the space of

bounded continuous functions x:R—>Rn with norm 11x11«,=

sup{ |x(/)| :tER}- Let Cl(R) denote the space of bounded continu-

ously differentiable functions x:R—>Rn whose derivatives are

bounded, with norm ||x|| =||x||«,-r-||x'||0O. C*(R) is a complete metric

space with metric d(x, y) =||x—y||, F(t, x, y) is a function from R2n+1

into R".

Theorem 1. Suppose that F(t, x, y) is continuous and satisfies a

uniform Lipschitz condition in the closed domain \t — t0\ ^a, \x — x0\ ¿¡b,

\y—Xo\ ^b. Suppose that the function g(t, x) is continuous on \t — tü\

5=a, |x —x0| úb and satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition there. As-

sume g(ta, Xo)=xo. Then there exists h>0 such that on the interval

| t — t0\ ¿ h (3) has a solution satisfying x(t0) =xo.

Remark. We say that x(t) is a solution of (3) on an interval I if

x(t) is defined for tEI^"a'xa)) and satisfies (3) for /£/.

Proof. We will apply the contraction mapping theorem to find a

local solution of the equivalent integral equation

(4) *(/) = *o + Í F(l, x(s), x(g(s, x(s))))ds.

Let L be the Lipschitz constant for F, so that the Lipschitz condi-

tion reads | F(t, x, y) — F(t, x, y)\ ^L max(|x —x|, \y — y\ ). Let K be

the Lipschitz constant for g. Let M be the supremum of | F(t, x, y) \

taken over |/ — /0| £&■ |jc — jc0¡ úb, \y—x0| ¿¡b. Choose ô>0 by the

continuity of g so that

(5) | / - to |   á 5       implies | g(t, xB) - g(t0, x0) \   = 1/24L.

Then define h by

(6) 3k = min(a, b/M, l/2L(l + 3MK), X/12MLK, Í/6L, B).

Let 5 be the space of functions x E C1 (R) satisfying x (t0) = x0, \ \ x — x0\ \ «,
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úb, ||a:'¡|oo^3il4". Then 5 is a complete metric space, since it is a closed

subspace of Cl(R).

Now take j: R—*R to be any continuously differentiate function

which satisfies:

(i)i(/)=i (\t-to\m,
(ii) j(t)=0 (\t-to\ è3Â),
(iii) Ogj(i)ál (all 1ER),

(iv)  |(í-ío)/(í)|á2 (alliGÄ).
(The last condition can be assured by making \j'(t)\ ^2/3h.)

Define an operator U on S by

Ux(l) = x0 + j(i) f F(s, x(s), x(g(s, x(s))))ds     if 11 -/„ | ^ 3h,
(') J H

= Xo       otherwise.

Notice that Ux(t)-Uy(t)=0 = (Ux)'(t)-(Uy)'(t) for |í-í0| è3A, so

in making estimates for these differences we may assume 11 —10\ =3Ä.

We first check that U maps S into itself. Let xES. Then clearly

Ux is continuously differentiable and Ux(t0) =Xo. Also | Ux(t)—x0\

g | t-to\ -M ^3hM^b if \t-to\ = 3A. Thus \\Ux-x0\\»£b. Finally
| (Ux)'(t)\ S j'(t)(t-to)M\ + M^3M (by properties (iii) and (iv) of

j(t)), and so | (Ux)'\\^3M. Thus UxES.
Next we verify that U is a contraction operator. Let x, y ES. Then,

for | t — to\ ¿3h, we have, using the Lipschitz condition for F,

| Ux(t) - Uy(t) |

g \t-t„\ -¿-supmaxd x(s) - y(s) \, \x(g(s, x(s))) - y(g(s, y(s))) \ )

where s ranges over the set {5: j^ — í0j á \t — h\ }. Now

I x(g(s, *(*))) - y(g(s, y(s))) I

g I x(g(s, x(s))) - y(g(s,x(s))) I  + I y(g(s, x(s))) - y(g(s, y(s))) \

^ II* - y\U + I i(*> *(*)) - «(*, y(*)) I -^
(applying the mean value theorem to each component of y and using

inequality Hy'H«^3AQ

á||*-y||-+3^I*-y|U
(using Lipschitz condition for g). We thus have (|f — t0\ è3h)

I Ux(t) - Uy(t) I  g I t - /„| -L-(l + 3MK)\\x - y\\m

g 3A-L-(1 + 3MK)\\x - y\\K ̂  \\\x - y||.

by (6). Hence
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(8) \\Ux - Uy\\„^ h\\x - y\\„.

Now we estimate | (Ux)'(t)-(Uy)'(t)\  for \t-h\ Ú3h. We have

I (Ux)'(t) - (Uy)'(t) |

= 1/(0 f  [F(s, *(*), *(*(*, »(*)))) - F(», yW, yfe(í, y(í))))]dí
I       J h

+ \j(t)[F(t, x(t), x(g(t, x(t)))) - F(t, y(t), y(g(t, y(t))))] | .

Using properties (iii) and (iv) of j(t) we find (where the sup is again

taken over the set {s: \ s — t0\ í= | t — t0\ })

| (Ux)'(t) - (Uy)'(t) \

(9) = 3 sup | F(s, x(s), x(g(s, x(s)))) - F(s, y(s), y(g(s, y(s)))) \

á 3L sup max( | x(s) - y(s) \,   \ x(g(s, x(s))) - y(g(s, y(s))) \ )

(by the Lipschitz condition for F). Now

\x(s)-y(s)\ -I ('(x'(r)-y'(r))df (since x(to) = xa = y(t0))

(10)

Also

= 3ä||*' - y'||.    (since \ t - t0\   Ú3h)

1   „  .

6L
\x  -y\ by (6).

x(g(s, x(s))) - y(g(s, y(s))) | =  | x(g(s, x(s))) - y(g(s, x(s))) |

+ I y(g(s, x(s))) - y(g(s, y(s)))
(ID

The first term is

(x'(r) - y'(r))d
H(ÍQ,Xq)

è\W -y'\U\s(s,x(s))-g(to,xo)\)

^   Ik - y'\U( I  g(S> *W)  - g(S> «o) I    +1  ft*, *<>)  - g(h, Xo) I )

A-l24£j

(by Lipschitz condition for g and (5), since | í — í01   2s 3A ̂  5)

1

álk-yiu[#l*
¿pschitz cone

'      ../II   I~jr.n/.iL   i
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(applying the mean value theorem to each component of x and using

the inequalities ||3<;'||0Og3M, \s —10\ Ú3h)

Z(l/12L)\\x'-y'\\x       by (6).

Again, applying the mean value theorem to y and using the

Lipschitz condition for g, the second term in (11) is

Ú 3MI g(s, x(s)) - g(s, y(s)) \   ^ 3MK \ x(s) - y(s) |

3MK\ f   [x'(r) - y'(r)]dr ^3MK-3h-\\x' -y'\\

1 ■ik-yiLí-^-ik-~ 24£ " " 12Z,

by (6). Combining our estimates for the two terms in (11), we find

that

(12) I x(g(s, x(s))) - y(g(s, y(s))) |   ¿ (i/àL)^ - y>\\„.

It now follows from (9), (10), and (12) that | (Ux)'(t)-(Uy)'(t)\

a3L-(l/6L)||*'-y'|U = è||«/-y'||«. Hence

(13) \\(Ux)' - (UyYlUuhh1 - y'V

Combining (8) and (13) we find that || Ux— Uy\\ ¿%\\x— y\\ and so U
is a contraction operator.

Therefore we can conclude from the contraction mapping theorem

that U has a unique fixed point x(t) in 5. On 11 — to\ ûh (the interval

where j(0 —1) *(0 satisfies (4). This completes the proof of the

theorem.

The fixed point x(t) is not necessarily a unique solution of (4), be-

cause of its dependence on the choice of j(t). We can try to eliminate

this dependence by introducing the space So of restrictions to

\t—10\ ̂ h of functions in S. Then if

(14) x(t) E So       implies x(g(t, x(t))) E So

it follows that the operator U defined in (7) is just Ux(t)

— xo+fto F(s, x(s), x(g(s, x(s))))ds (\t —10\ ̂ h). U maps S0 into itself

and does not depend on j(t). Accordingly the local solution of (4) is

unique if (14) is satisfied.

Definition. The function g(t, x) is said to be contracting at (to, #0)

if for (t, x) close to (¿0, x0), | g(t, x) —10\ á 11 — h\ ■

It is evident that (14) is satisfied if g is contracting at (to, x0). We

thus have
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Theorem 2. Let F(t, x, y) and g(t, x) satisfy the hypotheses of Theo-

rem 1. Suppose also that g(t, x) is contracting at (to, Xo). Then the local

solution of (3) satisfying x(t0) =xo is unique.

If g is not contracting at a fixed point local uniqueness of the solu-

tion of the initial value problem may well fail. For example consider

the following initial value problem:

(15) x'(t) = x(2i),       x(0) = 1.

There are infinitely many C°° solutions of (15) defined for i = 0. For

we may let 4>(t) be an arbitrary function that is C°° on [1,2] and flat

at 1 and 2. We then define x(t) on [l/2, l] by x(t) =c+J[/2 <f>(2s)ds,
where c is chosen to make x(l) =#(1). We may then inductively define

x(t) on [l/2", l/2"~l] in a similar manner. It is not difficult to check

that limi_,o+ x(t) exists. Then x(t) is a C°° solution of x'(t)=x(2t)

(¿^0). Multiplying by a suitable constant we can make x(0) = l. It

follows that the initial value problem (15) has infinitely many solu-

tions, since there was so much latitude in our choice of <£(/)•

This last example also helps to explain the difficulty of the proof

of local existence in general. We try to construct a space 5 of functions

defined on a small interval [to — h, t0-\-h]. But in general g will not

map this interval into itself, and so the linear operator we define will

not map the space 5 into itself. We overcame this difficulty by con-

sidering functions defined on the whole real line and modifying the

integral by a suitable function j(t). In the case g=g(t) there is another

artifice we can use: modify g slightly so that it maps a small interval

into itself but coincides with the original g in a very small neighbor-

hood of to- Using the Schauder fixed point theorem, we are able to

show that (1) possesses a local solution assuming only the continuity

of g and F. (As before x and F are M-vectors.)

Theorem 3.  Suppose that g(to)=h and g(t)  is continuous over

\t — ta\ g a. Suppose that F(t, x, y) is continuous on \ t —10\ ¿a, \x — x0

= b, | y — Xo\ ̂ b. Then there exists h>0 such that on the interval \t — t0

g h (1) has a solution satisfying x(t0) =x0.

Proof. We will apply the Schauder fixed point theorem to find a

local solution of the equivalent integral equation

(16) x(l) = x0 + f F(s, x(s), x(g(s)))ds.

Let M be the supremum of \ F(t, x, y)\ taken over \t — ta\ |(i,

\x—xo\ ûb, \y—xo\ gô. Set
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(17) hi = min(a, b/M).

Let h= [to — hi, to+h]. By the continuity of g pick h, 0<AgA1, so

that g(I)EIi, where /= [t0 — h, t0+h]. Define gi: Ii-^h by

gi(t) = g(to -h)       to-hi^t^to-h,

= g(l) to-h^t^to + h,

= g(to + h)       to + h^t^lo + hi.

Then gt is continuous and gi(/i)CA-

Let X be the Banach space of continuous functions x: Ii—>R" with

sup norm. Let S be the subset of X consisting of the functions x that

satisfy \\x— x0\\ ̂ b. Then 5 is clearly a closed convex subset of X.

Define the operator U by

(18) Ux(t) = xo+ f F(s, x(s), x(gi(s)))ds.

Then U maps 5 into itself. For let xES. Then Ux: Ii—>Rn is con-

tinuous, and, for |/-i0| &h, \ Ux(t)-x0\ ^h-M^b by (17). The

mapping U is clearly continuous, since the function F(t, x, y) is uni-

formly continuousontheclosed set | t — t0\ ^hi,\x—x0\ ^b,\y— x0\ =&.

Finally we check that the image U(S) is compact. Indeed, the

family of functions in U(S) is uniformly bounded (by x0| +b) and

equicontinuous(y(E £/(S)impIies;y = £/:x:with:)r;£.S,andso y(h)— y(t2)\

^\f¡¡ F(s, x(s), x(gi(s)))ds\ ^Mlh-kl)- Hence U(S) is compact by
the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem.

It then follows from the Schauder-Leray fixed point theorem that

U has a fixed point x(t) defined on Ii. Restricting to \t —10\ =Ä we

see that x(t) is a local solution of (16).

The author wishes to thank the referee for calling his attention to

several additional references. In 1921 W. B. Fite [ó] considered essen-

tially equation (1). He proved an existence and uniqueness theorem

for g(t) subject to the condition (*) |g(/)—¿o| á|¿ — ¿o| • Since then

numerous rediscoveries and variations of this result have been pub-

lished ([5], [l], [7], and others). The present paper is different in two

respects. First a local existence theorem is established without requir-

ing any assumption such as (*), although then uniqueness is lost. (An

interesting question is how to get a well-posed problem for an equa-

tion like x'(t) =x(2t) in an interval containing 0.) Second, the function

g is permitted to depend on x(t). A paper by V. P. Skripnik [8] also

considers equations with g depending on x(t). Conditions are obtained

for a solution to exist on an interval [a, b]. However, it appears that

a local existence theorem cannot be deduced from this result without
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making some additional assumption on F and g. An interesting fea-

ture of this paper is the "multipoint" boundary value problem that is

solved: a solution x(t) is found whose components Xi(t) satisfy initial

conditions x,(i<) =xi0 at different points í¿.
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